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What does Southeast Asia have to offer. Insights 
on market growth, digital business outlook, key 
insights, learnings and considerations that matter

A deep dive into the 6 nations highlighting their 
market size, opportunity, growth, digital adoption 
and development

What is the best approach; hunting, farming or a 
multi-level sales approach. A tailored analysis with 
options and recommendations that will deliver!

Hiring the right mix of experience and talent is 
key. This section includes a detailed hiring strategy 
incl. org chart, growth strategy and costs analysis

What does success looks like? A no-nonsense view 
on success metrics, KPIs and milestones that make 
business sense, are challenging but achievable

My opinion on what will benefit your launch in 
Southeast Asia, but also where there is room for 
improvement or the need for immediate action

Analysis and exercise to determine your starting 
market(s), the preferred strategy and key focus 
areas aimed to enlarge your chances to success

Who are you up against. Who is the competition. 
Can they become clients as well. Insights on 
who’s-who that helps your positioning and focus

A revenue and sales plan incl. market expansion, 
client adoption and growth, budget spend, 
booking cycles and margin management scenarios

3-Year cost modelling on revenue plans, hiring 
strategy, operations and resources resulting in 
EBITDA and other key company financial insights
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EXPANSION AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT

Local insights, first-hand experiences and knowledge have enormous value when considering 
to launch your business into a new market or region. The many to-dos, hurdles and not being 

accustomed to the region can be daunting. This is where I come in! 
In this infographic I will lay out the must-knows, must-dos and must-haves.

A report on ‘why Southeast Asia, when and how’ is not complete without a summary, 
explaining the expansion opportunity in detail backed up by resources and references, 

deeper insights and analysis and detailed economics and calculations. 
If this is what you need; let’s have a chat!


